The reactions ' Ca(a, 2a)' Ar and Ca(a, ap)' K have been studied at 115-MeV bombarding energy in order to obtain the charged particle decay characteristics of the giant quadrupole resonance at E"= 18.0 MeV. Energy
coincidences was normalized to the true plus accidental spectrum using the number of events in the elastic peak (all must be accidental coincidences) and the spectra subtracted to leave only the true events.
The true to accidental coincidence ratio in the region of interest was~6 to 1. To facilitate interpretation of the data several different projections to obtain "ordinary" spectra are desirable and are also illustrated in Fig. 4 [Fig. 4(e) ] produces a clear spectrum of the population of states in the residual nucleus ("K or "Ar). The limits for events populating "K in the 2.5-MeV region were obtained by picking points on this projected spectrum (Fig. 5) representing the upper and lower limits for this peak and using the known slope of the kinematic locus to draw the lines separating this group from the others in the two-dimensional spectra. Parameter s r epres enting the location of the lines were read into a computer code which searched the event-by-event data tape (in 2048-x2048-channel resolution) to locate all events falling between the lines. 1024-channel spectra representing projections of these events on each axis (u' and P or n) and along the kinematic locus were produced for true and accidental, accidental only, and true coincidences only and were stored on magnetic tape for future analysis.
In addition to (or in place of) the lines parallel to the kinematic loci, horizontal and vertical lines representing upper and lower limits on n' and n or P energies were used when necessary. While the data were taken in 2048-channel resolution for both axes, compression factors from 2 to 16 were generally used in displays of the projected spectra to make the features of the data more apparent. A projection of all coincidences on the a' axis is shown in Fig. 6 . The spectrum looks much like an (~'n) singles spectrum for tx' energies corresponding to "Ca excitation above 10-11 MeV.
The peak at 14 MeV seems relatively weaker than in the singles data, and the GQR sits on a background which is approximately flat at higher excitation energies. There is little difference in the spectra at the seven angles taken. The cross sections are about 45 pb/sr'MeV in the flat region which corresponds to about 52/0 of the available decay cross section, if the decay is assumed to be isotropic. The angular correlation for the GQR peak remaining after subtracting a background similar in shape to that used in the singles data' (justified primarily by the similarities in the coincidence and singles spectra) is essentially isotropic and the value of I'~/I' obtained is 0.&0", , , ",.
The spectra projected onto the proton axis (Fig. Fig. 4(c) [Fig. 4(c) f. The GQR position, n threshold, and & decay thresholds are indicated.
J"=2' 14-MeV group is evident in the spectrum taken at 8 -=120 (g. -175') the GQR peak is conspicuously absent (this is apparent even in the spectrum for all o. 's shown in Fig. 11 Thus it is reasonable to ascribe the observed peaking in the n, channel to the above two effects rather than a preferential decay of the GQR through this channel.
Having concluded that there is no evidence for o. decay of the QQR, it is of interest to deduce the total n decay width for various regions of the o' spectrum. The cross section averaged over the region of the QQR (15.0 &E"&22. 7 MeV), for the angles where there was no direct contribution was about 12 p. b/sr'MeV. If this is taken to represent an isotropic component of the decay, then this contributes approximately 12%%up of the yield in this region of the singles spectrum. The contribution to the u' singles spectrum from the direct knockout process, which dominates the coincidence spectra at the two angles near the recoil angle, may also be estimated. In order to obtain the contribution from this process the complete angular correlation must be known, and little such information is available. Recently, however, Sherman" has studied the correlation in (n, 2n) reactions with targets from C to Zn using detectors both at symmetric angles and (for "C and "0) at asymmetric angles with one detector fixed at 42' in the lab. In the latter case, the measured differential cross sections for both targets were nearly constant when the second a detector is moved over an angular range of 15' but dropped quickly at larger angles. Since this angular spread is probably due to the Fermi motion of the n at the instant of knockout, the angular correlation should have azimuthal symmetry about the quasifree angle. If one takes these results also to be valid for "Ca and assumes the knocked-out n particles are uniformly distributed over a cone with a half opening angle of 15, the contribution to the singles spectrum from this process can be estimated. Utilizing the cross section observed for the knockout process with the detector at -60', the predicted contribution to the singles cross section would represent about 4% of the yield in the region of the GQR peak. From this estimate the direct o. knockout contribution to the n' singles spectrum appears to be negligible.
In the excitation region above the GQR, the a' coincidence spectra are structureless, except for the direct contribution in the spectrum of 0 -= -60'.
Excluding this spectrum, the average differential cross section for the region from E~= 76 to 82
MeV for the other spectra is 14 p, b/sr'MeV. Assuming this average to represent isotropic decay, 17%%uo of the decay of this region is by a emission.
In the region of excitation below the GQR, just above the a particle threshold, considerable peaking is seen in the coincidence spectra. The spectra in this region were cut off by the a detector threshold and thus a meaningful analysis can be done only for the 2-MeV region E"~= 98 to to 100 MeV. The decay of the 14-MeV J"=2' state accounts for-20/o of the singles events in this region while an additional-9%%uo represent "other" decays into the a channel. Thus a total of -29% of the decay of this region is by n emission. DISCUSSION A summary of the observed decay branches is given in Table III . In addition to the P and u decays discussed in the previous section, a column has been added which represents decay observed when taking the proton data for which there was no particle identification because the decay particles stopped in the 50-p, AE detector. Due to the way the windows were set, only particles with energies between-1. 3 and 2.5 MeV would contribute to this; however, a substantial portion of the decay resulted in particles in this range.
One feature this table makes apparent is that not all of the spectrum is accounted for in the observed decay, even for the 10.8-12.7-and 12.7-15.0-MeV regions where only proton and n channels are open (neglecting the y channel). In the n channel, decays resulting in 2.5 &E &5.5 MeV would not be seen due to the~E detector thickness in the o. stacks, and the upper limit determined by window settings in the unidentified events (except at 8 -"=120; 135'). Fig. 13 , is not very different from the plane wave result (lY'20(8) l' with 8 measured relative to the recoil direction).
The agreement with the data is excellent, confirming the previous assignment' for this state. Table IV . " The levels in "K (Table IV) Fig. 5} support this explanation. It is seen that, except for the ground and first-excited state, the yield rises more or less smoothly as excitation energy increases from the region around the first-excited state to peak and begin decreasing where the Coulomb barrier for proton emission (and the detector cutoff) reduces the proton yield.
From these results one can in part understand why the E2 strength measured in proton capture reactions falls below the sum rule estimate. The ground-state proton decay branch for the GDR is I'~/I"-0. 20, '" whereas from Table III for the GQR I'~~/ I =0.08", , ",. Based on the sum rules, it was estimated that the ratio E2/El of strengths (Table IV) .
"Major components from the RPA wave function (Table IV) .
'Penetrabilities from the tables of Marion (Ref. 19 ).
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